“Alexa, Stop Recording”: Mismatches between Smart Speaker Privacy Controls and User Needs
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Abstract
Smart speakers, like Amazon Echo and Google Home, provide benefits and convenience through their integrated voice assistants, but also raise privacy concerns due to their continuously listening microphones. We studied users’ privacy-seeking behaviors around these devices and their use of current privacy controls. Through a diary study and in-home interviews with seventeen smart speaker users, we found users rarely engaged in privacy-seeking behaviors or utilized current privacy controls, which are currently not addressing their needs. Our findings can inform the design of privacy controls in future smart speakers.
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Introduction
The Amazon Echo smart speaker debuted in November 2014 [21]. Since then, Google [5, 8], Apple [2], and Microsoft [20] have introduced their own smart speakers. Millions of smart speakers have been sold [12] and worldwide spending on these devices is expected to reach $2 billion by 2020 [10].

Smart speakers offer users hands-free voice control, but to detect and respond to voice commands, the speakers’ microphones must continuously be on to listen for their “wake
Considering that microphones are perceived as one of the most privacy-invasive sensors [7, 16] and homes are one of the most privacy-sensitive locations for Internet of Things (IoT) data collection [15], the privacy implications of smart speakers’ ‘always listening’ capabilities have been the focus of much public debate [9, 4].

Prior studies have revealed how the detailed data collection from a single IoT device in the home [13] and the aggregation of sensed data [7] can reveal intimate insights on residents’ activities. For example, a smart meter’s power measurements can reveal when nobody is home [13]. Zeng et al. [22] included smart speakers in their study on security and privacy concerns in smart homes, but did not focus on smart speakers. They found that participants lacked security and privacy concerns regarding smart homes because they did not feel personally targeted, the trusted potential adversarial actors (like companies or governments), or they believed their existing mitigation strategies to be sufficient [22].

To address privacy concerns with audio/video recording technologies, researchers have recommended recording indicators [14] and user interfaces that display privacy risks and provide settings to control use and dissemination of collected data [7]. Such indicators and interfaces have to be designed carefully in order to be effective [17, 19, 18].

Current smart speakers are equipped with some privacy features. Speech recognition is performed locally by the device until the activation keyword has been detected, at which point the subsequent voice command is forwarded to the maker’s servers for processing. In addition, most smart speakers are equipped with a physical button to mute the microphones. Companion mobile apps and websites enable users to review and delete prior voice interactions with the device (see Figure 1). However, consumers’ use of these privacy controls and their privacy-seeking behaviors around the devices have not been studied in detail. An assessment of the usability of these controls and an understanding of current users’ privacy-seeking behaviors could lead to improved privacy control designs.

Study Design
We conducted a diary study followed by semi-structured interviews with users in their homes to gain insights on their day-to-day behaviors around smart speakers, and to discern their privacy perceptions and concerns regarding smart speakers. Our study was approved by our institution’s IRB.

Following the diary-interview method [23, 3], we first conducted a one-week diary study with smart speaker users. We chose this method to learn how users engage with their smart speakers on a daily basis and to mitigate recall bias often present in isolated interviews [23]. Users were asked to submit at least one diary entry per day for one week through an online survey. We asked about instances in which they used the device, as well as times they had considered using their smart speaker but did not – those situations might signify privacy-seeking behaviors. We also asked users to report accidental smart speaker activations, in case these instances triggered reflection on privacy. Users could submit entries for each instance or daily summaries; they could also indicate that they had no speaker interaction on a particular day. Once participants started the diary study, we tracked their progress throughout the week via the survey tool and sent email reminders if they had not submitted at least one entry by 9pm. Participants were compensated $15 for completing the diary study.

After completing the diary study, we interviewed each user.
in their home. We modeled parts of our interview script after other qualitative smart home and IoT privacy studies [14, 22, 6]. A user’s diary entries served as prompts for interview questions, especially entries about non-interaction or accidental interaction. If privacy did not come up naturally, we explicitly asked about users’ privacy perceptions and concerns regarding smart speakers. We probed to assess their awareness and use of current speakers’ privacy controls including the physical mute button and audio logs. We further asked whether users considered smart speakers’ current privacy controls sufficient, and how they would want a ‘dream speaker’ to protect their privacy. Participants received another $15 for completing the interview.

Recruitment and Demographics
We recruited participants through flyers, announcements on Facebook and the local subreddit, and an email to a university mailing list. Over fifty potential users completed our online screening survey. Based on screening survey responses, we invited users who reported use of at least one smart speaker. Seventeen users completed both portions of the study. The diary study was conducted in July 2017 and interviews were conducted shortly after. Interviews with users lasted 25–59 minutes (Median: 44 minutes). Users who had owned their speaker for less than a month (3) were balanced out by those who had owned theirs for over a year (4); other users were evenly distributed in between.

Findings
Privacy Perceptions of and Concerns with Smart Speakers
To contextualize our design suggestions, we briefly discuss users’ privacy perceptions and concerns with smart speakers. When probed about privacy, almost all users said they were not concerned, with some being more confident in this assertion than others; two users never considered privacy an issue about which they should be concerned. Many justified their lack of privacy concern by labeling themselves as “not interesting” or having “nothing to hide.” They also rationalized that it would require ‘too much storage’ and ‘too much processing power’ to collect, store, and analyze ‘everything’ from their smart speakers. However, these participants’ assumptions miss the possibility that companies could feasibly collect everything about specific individuals when compelled to do so. Two users considered the information they give to their smart speakers to be small additions to the body of knowledge companies already have about them. This perception illustrates a resignation to the loss of control over privacy.

Lack of Privacy-Seeking Behaviors
Since prior research had found that microphones were perceived as one of the most intrusive sensors in home contexts [7, 16], we studied if and how users were engaging in privacy-seeking behaviors around smart speakers. However, none of our users reported any privacy-seeking behaviors in their diaries. In interviews, we probed deeper to see whether they might switch to another device (e.g. their phone) for more sensitive interactions, or whether accidental smart speaker activations might make users worry about being listened to. We found that rarely any users engaged in privacy-seeking behaviors around their speakers, and the six users who reported accidental activations of their speakers found these interactions amusing and not privacy-concerning.

Non-use of Current Privacy Controls
Many users were aware of the ability to review audio logs and press the mute button on their smart speaker, but for multiple reasons, they did not use those controls for privacy regulation. Four users expressed that using the mute button would negate the device’s primary functionality – hands-free use. Additionally, despite being aware of the mute
button, a few participants incorrectly believed they could silence their speaker through a voice command, such as “Alexa, mute yourself” (U13) or “Hey Google, stop recording” (U11). And although most users were aware of audio logs, only one deleted a log for privacy reasons. We noted that while users were aware of the ability to look back on their audio logs in the companion apps, very few made the connection that this capability could be used as form of privacy control. Indeed, many of our users said it was not common for them to look at the phone app or the audio logs – they saw no reason to. Two primary users used their audio logs, not as privacy controls, but rather to monitor secondary and incidental users.

**Unmet Privacy Control Needs**

The non-use of smart speakers’ privacy controls suggests that users might not feel the need to regulate privacy around those devices. That is not the case. Multiple users expressed privacy control needs that were just not met by existing controls. For example, several users mentioned using private browsing modes while searching or browsing the Internet, and two users pointed out how there is no similar functionality on smart speakers. This shows that users desired a more proactive way to prevent their recordings from being saved: deleting an audio log is retroactive and requires users to remember to go back and look at the logs. Users also talked about privacy issues caused when their smart speakers were utilized by multiple users. One user talked about how their Echo’s limit of two adults to a household has forced her and her roommate to share credentials, which may lead to privacy issues in the future. Additionally, she was concerned about the speaker leaking sensitive information, but didn’t see how she could mitigate that.

**Conclusion**

While smart speakers can offer users convenience and more efficient lifestyles, their use comes with privacy risks and implications. In our study, we found that not all users were aware of these risks or underestimated the risks involved in using this technology. While most were aware of current smart speakers’ two privacy controls, they were not actively using them. From this, we propose that designers integrate privacy controls into speaker’s conversational capability, facilitate proactive rather than retroactive control, and set privacy-friendly defaults.
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